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As Quies takes his new family to the streets of
Colorado to start a new life, he has to come up
with a plan that will take him to the top and fast.
And have two down ass bitches on his side
makes it a little bit easier. But everything is not
so easy after all, Quies run into a little trouble
while he was on the run.
An Eternal Love is the story of a young man, Paul
E. Manual, who was found hiding in the home of
a middle-aged couple in the early 1990s. After
his arrival strange, wonderful and miraculous
things begin to occur in the lives of the people in
this small south Mississippi town. A horrendous
crime some 40 years earlier hangs over The
Pines Baptist Church. The church has ceased to
grow in membership until Paul intervenes. In
addition to the resolution of the long-ago event
the story carries the readers through a series of
decision-making issuesa life-threatening
accident, suicide, rape, marital concernsand in
the midst of these and other problems Paul falls
in love with the very stunning southern beauty
Kimber Leigh Cook. However, Paul pays the
supreme sacrifice in his dedication of bringing
Christian love and appreciation into the lives of
so many. An Eternal Love is a religious romance
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story of the twenty-first century. A must-read for
women and men of all ages.
Award-winning radio personality Kim Stanley has
been a fighter her entire life. In her first book,
Thank You, Lord Jesus, she chronicles her battles
and the victories God has given her. The
adversity begins at age sixteen when doctors
discovered she had stage IV Hodgkin's disease.
With a projected less than nine months to live,
she began a fight for her life that continues
today.
Maggie Graham was born in Liverpool in 1950.
Her love of animals was instilled into her almost
from birth. In 1969 she became the youngest
stewardess to be employed by Caledonian
Airways. After spending some time in Mount
Gambier, South Australia she returned to the UK
where she qualified as a Dental Hygienist with
the Army in Aldershot. She has lived up and
down the country and has now done full circle,
returning to her roots. She lives in North
Liverpool with her third husband, Trevor and
Coco and Mia, her two dogs.
Daddy Issues
They Made Me an Addict
Nobody Said It'd be Easy
One Woman's Journey of Faith in the Midst of
Adversity
A Love Rekindled
Who is the stranger that accidentally enters Phoenix
Cartwright's office? What does this stranger have to do
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with Phoenix's parents? Follow the events of how
Phoenix's parents met as this book goes back to the past
then to the present and back and forth again. This is
predominantly a novel of romance with two intriguing
love stories and explicit lovemaking scenes amid an
underlying background of suspense, and a mystery that
Phoenix feels compelled to solve, not realising the
danger that her parents are in, all depicted through the
eyes of the author, Phoenix Cartwright.
She was a supermodel, the daughter of an assassin, and
an intelligence agent. Wealthy and beautiful, Kim Song
Johnson had everything she'd ever wanted, but it meant
nothing until she met the shy genius that was Ethan
McHenry. Together they fight to save the country and the
people they love from a madman who found the way to
control any computer in the world. Of course, her parents
might have something to say about that.
Janna Norton, a wealthy, beautiful, and intelligent girl,
was living the dream life in progressive, fast-paced New
York City. But Janna realized that she was missing true
meaning in life. Knowing that she desperately needs this
missing element in her life, Janna embarks on a heartsearching journey. Janna's dream world is shattered
when her father leaves home. She is left feeling rejected,
unwanted, and unloved. Unexpected circumstances bring
Janna out of New York City and to Montana where she at
last finds true meaning and purpose in life. Back in New
York City, difficult challenges await Janna when her
father returns, and the World Trade Center is attacked by
terrorists. In the midst of chaos and destruction, Janna is
faced with a life-changing decision and nothing will ever
be the same again.
Cedar Key has long been a place of rest, healing, and
release in the Claybourne family. But it might also be the
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birthplace of a lie that is poisoning the family from within.
Join the strong Claybourne women--Anise, Kimberly,
Jayme-Leigh, Heather, and Ami--as they each confront
the truth. Their unique paths will lead them through
heartbreak, misunderstandings, and pain. But their
journeys will also bring reconciliation with each other
and renewed love in their own lives. In her lyrical,
evocative fashion, Eva Marie Everson weaves a tapestry
of complicated relationships that, when complete,
reveals the most beautiful work of art there is--family.
Kim
The Reluctant Politician
Blood Brothers
The Tribulation Cycle
Thank You, Lord Jesus

FREE EXTENDED PREVIEW Can Olivia survive
the crime and Gold Rush fever of 1849...and the
countless marriage proposals? A series for fans
of all things related to history, romance,
adventure, faith, and family trees. The Daughters
of the Mayflower series continues when Olivia
Brighton finds herself widowed and working her
brother’s restaurant in San Francisco during the
height of the rush for gold. Even though she
receives at least twenty marriage proposals a
day, she will never marry a gold miner. Her
brother’s friend Joseph Sawyer has gotten
caught up in local politics and the plight of
Chinese in forced labor. The more Joseph gets
pulled into investigating crime in the city, the
less Olivia sees of the compassionate man. And
just when she thinks she could love again, a fire
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threatens to steal all hope. More in the
Daughters of the Mayflower series: The
Mayflower Bride by Kimberley Woodhouse – set
1620 Atlantic Ocean (February 2018) The Pirate
Bride by Kathleen Y’Barbo – set 1725 New
Orleans (April 2018) The Captured Bride by
Michelle Griep – set 1760 during the French and
Indian War (June 2018) The Patriot Bride by
Kimberley Woodhouse – set 1774 Philadelphia
(August 2018) The Cumberland Bride by
Shannon McNear – set 1794 on the Wilderness
Road (October 2018) The Liberty Bride by
MaryLu Tyndall – set 1814 Baltimore (December
2018) The Alamo Bride by Kathleen Y'Barbo - set
1836 Battle of the Alamo (February 2019)
The Tribulation Cycle is a contemporary story of
the classic, age-old, battle between good and
evil. In the final days, according to the Book of
Revelations, Satan will search the world for the
bringer of destruction - the anti-Christ, to set
humanity against itself and force it to chose
between his lies and deception, or the difficult
path of righteousness. Paul Reardon, the fiery
young Evangelist of the Christian Soldier
Crusade television network will soon undergo
this very trial. The fate of his soul, as well as that
of a generation will hang suspended by a thread
as the dark forces compel him toward
acceptance of the Satan’s offer. Only one man in
the world, the imprisoned Geoff Davis, knows
Reardon’s peril. He must escape his prison and
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find Reardon before he can be seduced and then
destroy the dark angel before mankind enters
another tribulation cycle.
Kimberly Tucker's life hasn't turned out the way
she thought it would. A divorced mother of two,
Kim resents her ex-husband for moving on with
his life and living it up while she struggles to
understand what went wrong. When her sons
end up spending five weeks of summer vacation
with their father, Kim's own father suggests a
respite in the family vacation home on tiny Cedar
Key Island. As Kim revisits her childhood
memories and loves, she soon discovers that
treasures in life are often buried, and
mistakes--both past and present--become
redeemable in God's hand. Readers will be swept
away to an island retreat where they walk
alongside Kim as she discovers that God's
answers may not come easily, but they do come.
Jason Townsend has issues with the older men in
his life. His current boyfriend Jared is also his
boss and, while the two get along wonderfully in
the bedroom, their relationship at the office is
tense and uncomfortable. Jason’s relationship
with his father is also strained -- they grew apart
when Jason came out shortly after his parents
divorced. The only person Jason has ever been
able to rely on is his mother. So when she
announces she’s met Mr. Right, Jason is
skeptical. When he meets her new boyfriend,
handsome professor Paul Everett, he quickly
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realizes he and Paul have more in common than
their connection to his mother. The two men had
slept together the previous summer. Paul refuses
to break things off with Jill, claiming he enjoys
being with women and telling Jason their hookup was a one-time thing that didn’t mean much
to him. Unwilling to tell his mother about his
past with Paul, Jason stews in silence as he
watches his mother and Paul grow closer. At the
same time, he finds himself becoming more and
more attracted to Paul. When he can’t stand it
any longer, Jason makes a pass at his mother’s
boyfriend and is surprised his affections aren’t
spurned. Even though Jason finds himself falling
in love with Paul, he knows he’s betraying his
mother and he hates himself for it. She’s always
been his staunchest ally, and sleeping with her
boyfriend abuses the trust between them. Can
Jason love a man who’s also deceiving his
mother? When he’s forced to choose between
Paul and his mother, the decision isn’t as easy as
it seems.
Da Maintenance Man 2
KIM
The Vatican Assassin Trilogy Omnibus
English File 4E Elementary Student Book
Slow Moon Rising ( Book #3)
THE STORY: Set in the wilds of suburban New Jersey,
KIMBERLY AKIMBO is a hilarious and heartrending play
about a teenager with a rare condition causing her body
to age faster than it should. When she and her family flee
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Secaucus under dubious circu
Colleen Deering. She'll do anything for her sister, Sheila.
And if her gift takes up nine months of her life and entails
morning sickness and stretch marks, well, what are
sisters for? Because what Sheila wants—more than
anything in this world—is a baby. And it will be Sheila's
baby; Colleen has assured her sister of that. She's doing
this for Sheila. Michael Delaney. Handsome and reserved,
he's Colleen's brother-in-law, Sheila's husband. He, too,
wants a baby—with all his heart. When Colleen offers to
be a surrogate for his wife, he's stunned. But Michael
eventually accepts the idea—and he's deeply grateful for
Colleen's gift of love. Tragically, Sheila never even gets a
chance to hold the baby. In their sorrow, Colleen and
Michael turn to each other, only to discover an
unacknowledged attraction—a dangerous attraction.
Dangerous, because they both want Sheila's child….
This is a true memoir about life's second chances,
survival after losing a mate, and finding love the second
time. Jim and Connie Morris are successful, socially
active and popular. They are two of the top amateur
golfers in Missouri and California. They and their children
live celebrated lives, but then tragedy comes; softly at
first, but then it crescendos: Their son James is stricken
with MS, then Connie dies, followed by Jim's mother, and
Payne Stewart, to whom Jim is a surrogate father. Jim
hovers on the brink of despair. Elsewhere in America
Lorna Kanehl is also suffering a loss. She is the former
wife of popular Springfield, Missouri baseball great Rod
Kanehl, the first New York Met ever to hit a grand slam
out of the Polo Grounds. Her world is shattered by a
heartbreaking divorce that tears her from the
stepchildren she has grown to love. Lorna is buoyed by
her faith, and her belief in tomorrow. In time she finds
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new meaning to life, but she vows to never remarry.
Destiny brings these two fractured hearts together giving
meaning to Tony Bennett's love song: love truly is
wonderful the second time around. Their story is
complete with celebrity photographs and filled with never
before told celebrity stories from their bittersweet world.
The Vatican Assassin Trilogy under one cover - Vatican
Assassin - Vatican Ambassador - and Vatican Abdicator an original science fiction series by Mike Luoma! Follow
the career of ""BC"" - Bernard Campion - from hit man
for the Pope to the heights of human power - from holy
killer to champion of all humanity... Kinda. In Vatican
Assassin, it's 2109 and BC poses as a priest - But he's
really an assassin for the New catholic Church. His
assignment: assassinate Meredith McEntyre, Governor of
Lunar Prime, the non-aligned city-state on the Moon.
They tell him she's about to help the wrong side in an out
of control interplanetary War between the west and Islam.
BC's next move will change everything! In Vatican
Ambassador, the old pope has died. Seemingly unaware
of BC's role, the new one names BC acting Vatican
Ambassador to Lunar Prime. Can BC handle it? And in
the trilogy's finale, Vatican Abdicator, BC tries to help
humankind survive in the face of a massive external
threat!
Elements of Global Warming and Color-ism : (a Novel)
Mindy Kim and the Fairy-Tale Wedding
The Mental Connection
Great Hunting Stories
A Cedar Key Novel

"Do You Want My Help Or Not?" Kim
Walters wants Zane Davidson's help all
right. Her family is struggling to
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rebuild their home after a hurricane,
and Zane is a successful contractor.
But the fifteen years that have passed
since they were high school sweethearts
aren't about to magically melt away.
Nothing can erase Mr. Walters's clear
message—Zane wasn't good enough for his
daughter. But now the Walters fortune
is gone, and the town is reeling from
the recent natural disaster. Can Kim
and Zane find the faith to believe that
some things work better the second time
around?
Fresh Off the Boat meets Junie B. Jones
in this second novel in an adorable new
chapter book series about Mindy Kim, a
young Asian American girl who is
getting ready to celebrate Lunar New
Year! Mindy is excited to celebrate the
Lunar New Year! Even though it’s the
first one without her mom, Mindy is
determined to enjoy the day. She
decides to make traditional Korean New
Year food, a rice cake soup that’s her
favorite. But things aren’t going quite
to plan, and the celebration doesn’t
feel the same as it did before. With
the help of her family and friends, can
Mindy find a way to still enjoy her old
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holiday traditions, and create new ones
along the way?
She’s his little sister’s best
friend—totally off limits. But then
again, this tattooed bad boy has never
followed the rules. Maddie: I can’t
remember a time when I wasn’t in love
with Nathan Burns. We met when I was
six and twenty years later, I love him
still. But he’ll never see me as
anything other than his little sister’s
best friend—a pest—if he even thinks of
me that much. I’ve got to face facts.
He’s not into me. He’ll never be into
me. It’s beyond time to move on.
Nathan: I swear I blinked and my little
sister’s best friend—a woman who’s
about as off-limits as it can get—grew
up. And she’s hot as hell. When did
that happen? It doesn’t help that she’s
everywhere now—at our weekly family
dinner nights, sleeping on my brother’s
couch next door, lying out in our
complex’s swimming pool in a barelythere bikini. And who are these losers
hanging around her lately? None of them
are worthy of the woman she’s become.
Then again, neither am I. And when I
stumble across her profile on a hook up
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app, all bets are off. *Can be read as
a standalone*
Do not love this world nor the things
it offers you, for when you love the
world, you do not have the love of the
Father in you... 1 John 2:15 - 17, NLT
Detective Keith Kendelhart faces the
first homicide case of his career in a
small Ontario town and soon finds a
nest of intertwined stories of
intrigue, murder, a family torn apart
by sibling rivalry, and mafia
connections. He comes to realize the
crime he is investigating has ties to
an unsolved murder from the past, and
as a man of faith, he becomes
determined to find the answer that will
solve everything. What Detective
Kendelhart does not know is that he
will find help from God along the way,
as well as support from some federal
agents, an old detective, and a
Christian layperson. As the story
unfolds, the stories of the two murder
victims come to light, and it becomes
clear that both have led very different
types of lives. While one had a love
for money and things of this world, the
other took a purer path and will find
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peace with her Maker despite her
violent end. In this suspenseful, but
also inspiring mystery, author Diana Ng
proves that good Christian fiction can
both entertain and uplift the reader.
From Canada with Love
If you love this world
The Eclipse Blues
Torque: A Bad Boy Next Door Romance
Double Trouble #4
When Majesty Wild’s pilot husband was killed,
his double life—and a mountain of debt—was
exposed. With her family's Adirondack
Mountain Lodge falling into disrepair, Maj
decides to reopen the lodge to take control of
her life. Noah Decker literally flies his airplane
into Maj’s new life, but she refuses to be
distracted by another flyboy—even though he’s
in construction and is ruggedly sexy…
Contemporary Romance by Garda Parker;
originally published by Zebra
They say time heals all wounds… It’s been two
years since former engineer Gabriel Ivers lost
his wife and accepted a job as a building
superintendent to be home with his children.
His focus is being both mom and dad to his
girls, until the beautiful Amelia Blake moves
next door and reminds him he’s a man as well
as a dad. Just as he begins to hope that his life
can once again hold more than homework,
chores, and movie-and-manicure nights with his
girls, he discovers the reason for the fragility
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beneath Lia's warm smile. Lia is trying to move
on with her life after a miscarriage ends all
hope for a baby, and a subsequent betrayal
destroys her marriage. She’s charmed by her
new neighbor with his sparkling manicure, multicolored hair clips, and his brood of girls, but
disturbed by the sexual tension that sizzles
between them. Gabe and his daughters remind
her of everything she’s always wanted and it
would be so easy to take what he's offering her.
But is she ready to risk her heart again,
especially when her heart isn't the only one in
play? Falling in love is easy. Staying in love is
hard. Good thing Gabe is a fighter who's
determined to prove to Lia he’s in this for the
long haul…the rest of their lives.
Kim was a young female supervisor whose lack
of experience caused chaos and divison within
child protection unit employees. Kim got into
the life of a congressman called Devon, and
maliciously attempted to use his political
position as leverage to intimidate her assistant
commissioner. She was once in love triangle
involving Devon and his longtime friend Big
Daddy.
I asked for and gained initial physical custody
when my marriage ended in late 1981. The kids
(Kim-age 3 , Lance-nearly age 5) and I invented
a series of creative growth games which helped
us focus on our values, philosophies, and have
fun all the while overcoming challenges in a
complex world of tremendous change. Every
day started and ended with joy and
thanksgiving. I wouldnt trade it for anything!
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For over 20 years, I have shared the fun,
laughs, possible benefits & results of our
lessons and techniques with audiences. I have
shared the essence of my parenting lessons,
which I adapted from my professional
managerial and technical experiences, as an
adjunct faculty member of the University of
Phoenix (Sacramento Valley Campus System)
where I was twice awarded the distinction as
Outstanding Faculty in Business Administration.
I have conducted management training sessions
for GE, where I was recognized as earning the
highest instructor evaluation in a 3-year period.
I recently conducted training for physician
chiefs at a large hospital. I shared a game
invented by daughter Kim at age 6 (the Wishing
Well Game) with over 100 dads and their kids at
the Second Annual Fathers Spring Festival at
Las Lomitas School, Atherton, California. I have
contributed in several industries (mostly high
technology) from very large Fortune 500sGE (3
Divisions), FMC (2 Divisions), IBM, Motorola,
Applied Materials, and Tandem Computers
(which is now part of HP). I have earned
degrees: BS Electrical Engineering, and Masters
of Business Administration.
Lance@parentingdad.com
The Blind Pony
Reloaded
Healing Big Betrayals and Everyday Hurts
An Eternal Love

Daddy IssuesJMS Books LLC
The Mental Connection is a fictional
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story of a young man and woman who are
strangers that find they have the
ability, under certain circumstances,
to communicate telepathically. This
ability soon brings them together and
their lives take on an adventure they
didn't expect. The story begins with a
frightening event that triggers the
telepathic powers and leads to more
serious adventures. Romance flourishes
and that brings on more problems. An
abortion by a friend adds a troubling
moral situation.
They Made Me An Addict They Made Me An
Addict shows the journey of Moses, a
young African American male who grows
up fascinated by the street lifestyle
and dismayed by its tragic results.. He
decides to write a book about the
streets from the inside out. The only
way he knows how to do it is to hang
with the thugs and do what they do and
say what they say. He changes his
church upbringing lifestyle to that of
a hardcore juvenile delinquent. He says
when he begins his quest, "I want the
blood of the streets to flow through my
veins so when I write about it, people
can feel it." And we all feel it, as we
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follow Moses from birth to adult years
through the streets of Newark, NJ and
the dangerous world of drugs, cool,
crime and violence, and his quest to
make a difference.
Fresh off the Boat meets Junie B. Jones
in this adorable chapter book series
following Mindy Kim, a young Asian
American girl—in this seventh novel,
Mindy’s dad and Julie get married! It’s
time for a big celebration in Mindy
Kim’s family: Dad and Julie are getting
married! Mindy can’t wait to be the
flower girl, wear her new hanbok, and
officially welcome Julie into the
family.
... a Romantic Memoir About Second
Chances!
Parenting Dad (&/Or Mom)
Kimberly Akimbo
Why Won't You Apologize?
Janna's Quest
English File's unique, lively and
enjoyable lessons are renowned for
getting students talking. In fact, 90%
of English File teachers we surveyed in
our impact study found that the course
improves students' speaking skills.
communication and language practice
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than ever before, helping students
develop relevant communication skills
they can use immediately in the
workplace.
“This strong entry in the series is a
good choice for readers looking for
books about friendship, identity, and
LGBTQ issues.” —School Library Journal
When we last saw Oryon Small he was
kidnapped and locked in a basement, his
best friend Chase dying in his arms. In
Book Three of the groundbreaking
Changers series, Oryon awakens as Kim
Cruz, an Asian American girl whose body
looks nothing like she expected or
desired. Where Changers Book One: Drew
dealt primarily with issues of gender
and bias, and Changers Book Two: Oryon
explored issues concerning race and
bigotry, Changers Book Three: Kim
tackles the thorny, less
straightforward subjects of body
shaming, self-esteem, grief, mental
illness, and how the expectations of
the outside world can't help but color
the way we see ourselves. Kim—smart,
funny, and finally fed up with the
cards she’s been dealt—is finding out
that friends change, love doesn’t
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always mean forever, and growing up
means living your truth, even if it
isn’t pretty. “Kim’s voice and the
banter between characters are funny,
and they feel real. The identity and
marginalization issues loom large, but
instead of being shoehorned into side
characters, they’re scooped up and
taken into a deeper, entertaining,
fantastic narrative.” —Kirkus Reviews
Kim can't wait for her cousin Mia and
her Siamese cat, Bibi, to come visit.
But when they turn up, neither cousin
nor cat are half as nice as Kim
remembers! Mia and her cat proceed to
make Kim's week a terrible one. . . but
when Kim discovers a tiny silver kitten
in her gardening shed, things seem to
get magically better.
Double-Click Velocity is an on-the-edgeof-your-seat book. It is intriguing,
mysterious, captivating, and shockingly
surprising. From beginning to end, it
catches your attention and, page after
page, keeps you locked in the plot, the
characters, the scenes, causing you to
wonder, What's next? Get comfy and
relax as Double-Click Velocity pulls
you into a world of mystery and drama.
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You won't be disappointed. Enjoy!
Dale. Teenage Prodigy
Power Plays
Silicon Dreams
An American Tale
Chasing Sunsets (The Cedar Key Series
Book #1)
The Pony Pals are faced with the challenge of helping a
friend deal with her pony going blind. They each learn a
lesson about taking care of a pony and the importance
of telling the truth.
The book begins with the kidnapping of Tony Denton's
sixteen year old niece at a car wash and his involvement
with the police as they try to locate her. Things start
going wrong when police officers are pulled from the
kidnapping case to work as decoys on a sting in the red
light district, arresting prostitutes and their "johns".
Tony losses it as he rants and raves against
management of the police force in his hometown. When
people tell Tony to stop griping and do something about
it he reluctantly runs for sheriff, and to his surprise he
wins the office. His only promise on the campaign trail
had been that he would not allow any of his officers to
be involved in arresting prostitutes or their "johns's",
nor would he allow an officer to arrest anyone using
drugs, which causes an uproar within the relgious
community. Tony is so successful at taking his police
officers away from these two areas and putting them to
work solving the brutual murders and rapes that take
place in his town that within the first two years the
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number of all major crimes in the town take a major
nose dive. Even the papers in larger cities take notice
and begin writing accounts of the small town sheriff
that has a new method of fighting crimes. Soon Tony is
being asked to run for higher office and this starts the
remarkable story of the reluctant politician who changes
the system, but as is always the case with the old saying,
"be careful what you wish for, it might come true", in
Tony's case he pulls the nation down a slippery slope
faster and faster to destruction.
The novel The Eclipse Blues is a tale of reverse power
and fortune that comes about in the United States thirty
years into the 21st Century as a result of massive global
warming that's referred to by scientist as "the global
warming mega-effect." As a result of the "global
warming mega-effect" many diseases such as
tuberculosis, the West Nile virus, and malaria are widely
manifested. The most extensive debilitating disease is
metastasis skin cancer that grows into a pandemic and
greatly impacts and destroys the lives of people with
pale and fair complexions - mostly Caucasians - who, as
a result, become gravely ill and suffer a high mortality
rate that subsequently makes them the minority in the
United States to people of color who discriminate
against them and prompt Caucasians to fight for their
civil rights and equal justice much like people of color
did during previous decades. Two influential
personalities, Lutheran Minister Jerry Hines and
newspaper owner Dewey Washington, come to the
forefront in the story as protagonists who work
diligently to end discrimination, inequality, and injustice
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toward pale-skinned citizens. These men put a lot on the
line, including their own well-being, and in the case of
Washington, the life of his daughter who is kidnapped
by deranged David Butterfield, who is the diabolic leader
of the Pale-skinned People Warriors Party that has
declared vengeance and therewith violence against
people of color.
If you want to know why Harriet Lerner is one of my
great heroes, Why Won t You Apologize? is the
answer. This book is a game changer. ̶Brené Brown,
PhD, LMSW, author of the #1 New York Times
bestseller Rising Strong Harriet Lerner is one hell of a
wise woman. She draws you in with deft and engaging
prose, and then changes your life with her rigorous
intelligence and her deeply human advice. I promise
that you will never see the apology in quite the
same way. ̶Esther Perel, MA, LMFT author of
Mating in Captivity Renowned psychologist and
bestselling author of The Dance of Anger sheds new
light on the two most important words in the English
language̶I m sorry̶and offers a unique perspective
on the challenge of healing broken connections and
restoring trust. Dr. Harriet Lerner has been studying
apologies̶and why some people won t give
them̶for more than two decades. Now she offers
compelling stories and solid theory that bring home
how much the simple apology matters and what is
required for healing when the hurt we ve inflicted (or
received) is far from simple. Readers will learn how to
craft a deeply meaningful I m sorry and avoid
apologies that only deepen the original injury. Why
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Won t You Apologize? also addresses the compelling
needs of the injured party̶the one who has been hurt
by someone who won t apologize, tell the truth, or feel
remorse. Lerner explains what drives both the nonapologizer and the over-apologizer, as well as why the
people who do the worst things are the least able to
own up. She helps the injured person resist pressure to
forgive too easily and challenges the popular notion that
forgiveness is the only path to peace of mind. With her
trademark humor and wit, Lerner offers a joyful and
sanity-saving guide to setting things right.
For Better Or Worse
Her Sister's Baby
Mindy Kim and the Lunar New Year Parade
Double Click Velocity
The Golden Bride (FREE PREVIEW)
Jessie has left the close friendships she’s had since her
childhood and isn’t having an easy time fitting into her new
Grade Nine class. An older girl, Kim, takes a disliking to
her, pushing her around and setting her up to be attacked
by a group of really rough kids who land her in jail. It looks
like life is going to be downhill from now on. Then, because
she used to play ringette, Jessie is invited to try out for the
girls hockey team. She doesn’t expect to like it, but as her
skills grow, she makes new friends – girls who respect each
other and rely on each other’s strength and hard work.
Some even help her resist the bullies, until she can stand
up for herself – stand up to Kim, who’s a pretty good
hockey player herself, although not as good as she thinks
she is. A fast-paced story about hockey, peer pressure and
finding yourself.
Kimberly and Maurice is a young couple ready to start out
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in their new life together as husband and wife. Both are
from traditional families whose ideas about marriage are
rooted in traditional values. Yet Kimberly, in spite of her
upbringing, is determined not to follow in the footsteps of
her mother and grandmother in her role as wife. From
their very wedding day, outside influences begin to wreak
havoc in their relationship. On the sidelines is Portia, an exlover who just cannot seem to get over her past
relationship with Maurice. Toss in the marital problems of
their parents and relationship issues with their friends,
they soon begin to realize the significance that outside
forces are having on fulfilling their vows of for better or
worse. Rather than being free to resolve their own marital
problems, Kimberly and Maurice find themselves serving
as marriage counselors to both of their parents after
skeletons from the past find their way out of the closet.
Me and My Animals
Creatively Influencing Leadership Values
The Congressman's Mistress
Out of the Blue
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